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ABSTRACT: We have used density functional theory calculations and mixed quantum/classical dynamics simulations to study
the electronic structure and charge-transport properties of three representative mixed-stack charge-transfer crystals, DBTTF−
TCNQ, DMQtT−F4TCNQ, and STB−F4TCNQ. The compounds are characterized by very small effective masses and modest
electron−phonon couplings for both holes and electrons. The hole and electron transport characteristics are found to be very
similar along the stacking directions; for example, in the DMQtT−F4TCNQ crystal, the hole and electron effective masses are as
small as 0.20 and 0.26 m0, respectively. This similarity arises from the fact that the electronic couplings of both hole and electron
are controlled by the same superexchange mechanism. Remarkable ambipolar charge-transport properties are predicted for all
three crystals. Our calculations thus provide strong indications that mixed-stack donor−acceptor materials represent a class of
systems with high potential in organic electronics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Organic semiconductors have attracted much attention in
recent years as they combine the electrical and optical
properties typical of inorganic semiconductors with properties
such as flexibility, low cost, and structural tunability via
chemical modification.1 In particular, oligoacenes such as
pentacene and rubrene have triggered significant interest as
active components in (opto)electronic devices because of their
high charge carrier mobilities.2 Still, shortcomings such as poor
solubility or limited stability have weakened the viability of
oligoacene-based devices, and many efforts are made to design
new molecular systems with improved performance. Up to
now, most of these efforts have dealt, however, with
semiconductors based on a single component (organic
molecule) building block. Intriguingly, it has been recently
suggested that multicomponent organic systems, in particular
binary charge-transfer (CT) compounds composed of two
types of molecules where one molecule acts as a donor (D) and
the other as an acceptor (A), could open new opportunities for
organic electronics.3−5

The most famous representative of an organic conducting
CT system is tetrathiafulvalene−7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodime-
thane (TTF−TCNQ).6 Since the discovery of metallic
conductivity in TTF−TCNQ6,7 and superconductivity in

(TMTSF)2PF6 (TMTSF = tetramethyltetraselenafulvalene),8

CT systems have received significant theoretical and exper-
imental attention.9,10 However, the bulk of these studies was
mainly devoted to a basic understanding of their unconven-
tional (super)conducting, magnetic, and other properties.3,5,9,10

Only more recently were CT systems considered for
application in organic electronics.3−5,11 It was shown, for
instance, that field-effect transistors (FETs) based on (BEDT−
TTF)(F2TCNQ) (BEDT = bi s(e thy l ened i th io) -
tetrathiafulvalene, F2TCNQ = 2,5-difluorotetracyanoquinodi-
methane)12 or (BEDT−TTF)(TCNQ)13 as active element
exhibit ambipolar characteristics. Also, it was reported that
metallic CT compounds can be used as source/drain electrodes
to improve charge injection;14 organic FETs using crystalline
DBTTF−TCNQ (DBTTF = dibenzotetrathiafulvalene) as
channel and TTF−TCNQ as source and drain electrodes
were shown to outperform similar devices with Au and Ag
electrodes.14,15

Binary CT compounds with 1:1 stoichiometry can be divided
into two groups according to their crystal structure, either
segregated-stack or mixed-stack systems. In the former case, a
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classical example being TTF−TCNQ, the donor and acceptor
molecules form adjacent separated (...−A−A−A−... and ...−D−
D−D−...) stacks;16 when free of Peierls, charge-order, or other
instabilities, these systems display high electrical conductivity
along the stacking directions and even metallic behavior at
room temperature.17−19 In mixed-stack systems, the donor and
acceptor molecules alternate along the stacking (...−D−A−D−
A−...) directions; this is the case, for instance, for acene
(antracene,20 naphthalene,21 tetracene,22,23 and perylene22,24)−
TCNQ crystals and compounds formed by combining TTF

derivatives with TCNQ or F4TCNQ (F4TCNQ = 2,3,5,6-
tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane).25−27 Under am-
bient conditions, mixed-stack systems are as a rule semi-
conductors or insulators.
We have investigated the electronic structure and charge-

transport parameters of a series of CT systems. In this
contribution, we have chosen to focus on three representative
mixed-stack CT crystals, DBTTF−TCNQ, DMQtT−F4TCNQ
(DMQtT = dimethylquaterthiophene), and STB−F4TCNQ
(STB = stilbene), see Figure 1, that allow us to rationalize the

Figure 1. Chemical, crystal, and band structures of the investigated systems: (a) chemical structures; (b−d) crystal and band structures. The cell
parameters are as follows: DBTTF−TCNQ (a = 9.215 Å, b = 10.644 Å, c = 7.734 Å, α = 113.32°, β = 122.28°, and γ = 67.66°), DMQtT−F4TCNQ
(a = 10.185 Å, b = 10.568 Å, c = 6.482 Å, α = 98.92°, β = 95.89°, and γ = 67.24°), and STB−F4TCNQ (a = 9.555 Å, b = 6.287 Å, c = 17.295 Å, α =
90.00°, β = 99.99°, and γ = 90.00°). The points of high symmetry in the first Brillouin zone are labeled as follows: Γ = (0, 0, 0); X = (0.5, 0, 0); Y =
(0, 0.5, 0); Z = (0, 0, 0.5); V, A = (0.5, 0.5, 0); U, D = (0.5, 0, 0.5); T, C = (0, 0.5, 0.5), and R, E = (0.5, 0.5, 0.5), all in crystallographic coordinates.
The zero of energy is given at the top of the valence band.
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charge-transport properties of mixed-stack CT crystals and
discuss their potential for organic electronics.

2. METHODOLOGY
The geometry optimizations of the crystal structures were
performed using density functional theory with the 6-31G basis
set and the B3LYP functional. During optimization, the
positions of the atoms in the unit cell were relaxed while the
cell parameters were kept fixed at the experimental values.
Uniform 8 × 6 × 8, 6 × 6 × 8, and 6 × 8 × 4 Monkhorst−Pack
k-point mesh were employed for the DBTTF−TCNQ,
DMQtT−F4TCNQ, and STB−F4TCNQ crystals, respectively.
The electronic band structures and densities of states (DOS)
were calculated at the 6-31G/B3LYP and 6-31G/BHandHLYP
levels of theory, using the optimized crystal structures. The
inverse effective mass tensor for the three-dimensional crystal,
mji

−1, is defined as

=
ℏ

∂
∂ ∂m

E
k k

1 1

ij j i
2

2

(1)

where subscripts i and j denote the Cartesian coordinates in
reciprocal space, E the band energy, ℏ the Planck constant, and
k the electron wave vector. Subsequent diagonalization of mji

−1

provides the principal components and their orientations. The
inverse effective mass tensor was calculated by means of
Sperling’s centered difference method with dk = 0.01/bohr.
The Γ-point lattice phonons were derived by means of
numerical differentiation using a 0.003 Å atomic displacement
step. All crystal band-structure and normal-mode calculations
were carried out using the CRYSTAL06 package.28

The effective transfer integrals for nearest-neighbor pairs of
donor−acceptor molecules at the optimized crystal geometry
were evaluated by using a fragment orbital approach in
combination with a basis set orthogonalization procedure.29

These calculations were performed with the 6-31G (d,p) basis
set and using the B3LYP, BHandHLYP, and (long-range
corrected) ωB97X functionals (see Supporting Information for
more details). The calculations of the transfer integrals were
carried out with the Gaussian 03 package.30

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Crystal Structure. The crystalline structures of

DBTTF−TCNQ27 and DMQtT−F4TCNQ31 belong to the
triclinic space group P1̅, while the crystalline structure of STB−
F4TCNQ

32 to the P21/n monoclinic space group (see Figure
1). The three systems have 1:1 stoichiometry and crystallize in
mixed-stack arrays along the a-axis. The calculated electronic
band structures are given in Figure 1. In all crystals, the wave
functions of the valence bands (VBs) are dominated by the
highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) of the donor
molecules and the wave functions of the conduction bands
(CBs) by the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs)
of the acceptor molecules. Since the DBTTF−TCNQ and
DMQtT−F4TCNQ crystals contain one donor and one
acceptor molecule per unit cell, their valence and conduction
bands display a simple motif. In contrast, STB−F4TCNQ
contains two translationally inequivalent donor and acceptor
molecules per unit cell; as a result, their CBs and VBs present a
two-subband structure. The VB and CB widths are relatively
large, in the range of 380−610 and 340−450 meV, respectively
(see Table S1 in the Supporting Information), with DMQtT−
F4TCNQ displaying the largest widths for both VB and CB

(610 and 450 meV, respectively). In all cases the largest VB and
CB dispersions occur along the stacking directions. However, in
nearly all cases, the bandwidth along this direction is
substantially smaller than the total bandwidth, which suggests
that there exist significant electronic couplings along other
directions as well. The derived bandwidths are comparable to
those computed for the pentacene crystal33,34 (610 and 590
meV for VB and CB, respectively) and nearly twice as large as
those in rubrene35 (340 and 160 meV for VB and CB,
respectively).
A remarkable electronic feature, which is especially apparent

along the stacking direction, is the quasi mirror symmetry
between the CBs and VBs (see Figure 1). This result suggests
that the electronic interactions (transfer integrals) for holes and
electrons are very similar. At this stage, it is important to
underline that, in contrast to typical one-component organic
semiconductors such as oligoacenes where charge transport is
defined by the transfer integrals between neighboring
molecules34 (we denote these transfer integrals as tdirect), the
situation is more complex in CT systems. Indeed, along the
stacking directions where the VBs and CBs display the largest
bandwidths, the direct wave function overlap between the
closest donor molecules (or between the closest acceptor
molecules) is zero. Actually, the electronic couplings found here
have a superexchange nature; i.e., the electronic coupling for
holes results from the mixing of the frontier orbitals of two
closest donor molecules with the orbitals of the “bridging”
acceptor molecule and vice versa for electrons. Generally
speaking, the transfer integrals can contain contributions both
from direct (through-space) interactions and from a super-
exchange mechanism (we refer to those here as effective
transfer integrals, teff).
The electronic-structure calculations reveal that, in all three

crystals, the electronic couplings, tHD−LA, between the HOMO of
a donor and the LUMO of the adjacent acceptor along the
stacking direction are in the range of 300−500 meV (see Table
S2 in the Supporting Information). Using perturbation theory
and assuming that only this pathway contributes to the
superexchange mechanism, we obtain that the effective transfer
integrals for holes and electrons along the stacking directions
are equal and are given by

= =
Δ− −

−
t t

t

EH H L L
H Leff eff
2

D D A A
D A

(2)

Here, ΔE = E(D1A−1) − E(D0A0) represents the energy of the
CT state of the DA dyad. This result implies that, when the
electronic coupling is dominated by such a superexchange
mechanism, a mirror symmetry between the VB and CB should
be expected. Importantly, this is the case for the three systems
investigated here. We note, however, that previous electronic-
structure calculations for tetracene−TCNQ22 and preliminary
results we have obtained for some other mixed-stack
compounds indicate that in some instances the superexchange
coupling can be comparable to, or even smaller than, the
contributions from direct D−D and A−A interactions; in such
cases, no electron−hole symmetry is observed.
We note that since eq 2 is based on perturbation theory, it

can only provide a crude estimate of the transfer integrals. In
order to gain a more accurate evaluation, we have used an
energy-splitting approach. In contrast to the usual situation for
through-space interactions between two adjacent molecules
where the transfer integrals can be derived from the molecular
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energy levels of the corresponding dimer,29,34 here it is
necessary to use the energy levels of a molecular cluster. The
approach used to compute the effective transfer integrals along
the stacking directions is illustrated in Figure 2. The computed
transfer integrals and the crystal directions along which these
integrals possess the largest values are shown in Figure 3. In
agreement with the band-structure results, the estimated
transfer integrals are large for both holes, 51−102 meV, and
electrons, 45−97 meV (we note that, in a simple one-
dimensional tight-binding approximation, the bandwidths
correspond to four times the transfer integrals). For each
system, the transfer integrals for holes and electrons are very
similar, in agreement with eq 2. The largest transfer integrals
are obtained for DMQtT−F4TCNQ, 102 and 97 meV for holes
and electrons, respectively. These results are consistent with the
fact that the degree of charge-transfer, or ionicity parameter
δ(Dδ+Aδ−), obtained from a simple Mulliken population analysis
is also larger in DMQtT−F4TCNQ, δ ∼ 0.3, than in the other
two systems, for which δ ∼ 0.1. For the sake of comparison, we
recall that the largest transfer integrals in pentacene (for both
holes and electrons) are smaller, on the order of 85 meV.36

Thus, the calculations show that, in spite of their superexchange
nature, the transfer integrals in CT crystals can be as large as or
even larger than in the best single-component organic semi-
conductors.
As a consequence of the large transfer integrals and

bandwidths, the effective masses along the stacking direction
(this component is labeled as m1, see Figure 3) are very small,
in the range of 0.2−0.46 m0 (m0 is the electron mass in
vacuum) for holes and 0.26−0.48 m0 for electrons. Remarkably
small effective masses for both holes (0.2 m0) and electrons
(0.26 m0) are found in DMQtT−F4TCNQ. In agreement with
the results of the band-structure calculations discussed above,
the effective mass tensor presents an additional (m2) small

component (<2.30 m0) along a direction nearly perpendicular
to the molecular stacks (see Figure 3). For instance, the m2

values for holes and electrons in DMQtT−F4TCNQ are about
0.99 and 1.93 m0, respectively. This finding suggests that, while
charge transport is most favorable along the stacking direction,
it can exhibit some useful two-dimensional character.
Interestingly, although the electronic couplings in our CT
systems and in oligoacenes are comparable, the effective masses
are much smaller in the former (the smallest effective mass
component for holes is about 1.7 m0 in pentacene37 and 0.94
m0 in rubrene38). This result can be explained by the fact that
the effective mass also depends on the effective hopping
distance (m = ℏ2/2td2, d = distance); this distance along the
stacking direction in the CT systems is much larger than
(basically at least twice as large as) the characteristic distances
between adjacent strongly interacting molecules in oligoacene
crystals.

3.2. Electron−Vibration Coupling. In addition to
electronic interactions, the charge-transport properties also
depend on electron−phonon interactions. As discussed in detail
elsewhere, in organic semiconductors, there exist two major
electron−phonon (vibration) coupling mechanisms.16,34 The
first is referred to as local coupling and arises from the
modulation of the site energy by vibrations; it represents the
key interaction considered in conventional electron-transfer
theory and in Holstein’s molecular polaron model.39,40 The
second mechanism is referred to as nonlocal coupling and
comes from the modulation of the transfer integrals by
vibrations (Peierls-type coupling).41

The overall strength of the local coupling is usually expressed
via the polaron binding energy Epol or, in the context of
electron-transfer theory, by the reorganization energy λ
(≈2Epol).

34 It consists of both intra- and intermolecular
contributions; the former reflects the changes in the geometry

Figure 2. Energy-splitting estimates of the transfer integrals along the stacking direction in the DMQtT−F4TCNQ crystal: (a) holes and (b)
electrons.
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of individual molecules and the latter in the polarization of the
surrounding molecules, upon going from the neutral to the
charged state and vice versa. It has been shown34,42,43 that, in
the systems such as oligoacenes, the intermolecular contribu-
tion to Epol is substantially smaller than the intramolecular
component. We therefore focus here first on the Holstein type
of local electron−phonon coupling due to intramolecular
vibrations. We stress, however, that due to some ionic character
(partial charge transfer in the ground state) the intermolecular
contribution in the present systems might be at some extent
larger than in oligoacenes. We recall that the polaron binding
energy for electrons is related to the geometry relaxations
taking place upon adding one electron to the acceptor unit, i.e.,

either F4TCNQ or TCNQ. The computed Epol values for both
acceptors are nearly equal, 129 and 128 meV for F4TCNQ and
TCNQ, respectively. These values are about twice as large as in
pentacene44 (66 meV) but comparable to that in rubrene35,45

(96 meV). The contributions to the polaron binding energies
from the various vibration modes are shown in Figure 4. As
seen from Figure 4b the electrons mostly interact with high-
frequency vibration modes. In the case of DBTTF and
DMQtT, the gas-phase DFT calculations predict a twisted
geometry for the neutral state and a planar geometry for the
cation state. Therefore, the holes in these systems are also
coupled to the low-frequency vibrations (see Figure 4a).
However, since in the solid state these molecules tend toward a

Figure 3. Illustration of the most important charge-transport pathways for holes and electrons. The red lines indicate the directions along which the
principal components of mji

−1 have the smallest values for the effective mass values.
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planar conformation, the contribution from low-frequency
modes to the polaron binding energy is also negligible for holes.
The computed Epol values for holes (based on planar geometry
for the neutral states) are about 140, 125, and 146 meV for
STB, DBTTF, and DMQtT, respectively; for the sake of
comparison, the respective values in pentacene44 and rubrene35

are equal to 49 and 80 meV, correspondingly. Thus, in the solid
state, the local electron−phonon interactions for both electrons
and holes are essentially similar in all three crystals.
We turn now to the discussion of the nonlocal electron−

phonon coupling mechanism. In general, this mechanism has
been much less studied than its local counterpart, and detailed
quantum-chemical investigations of the nonlocal electron−
phonon interactions have been performed only for a limited set
of molecular crystals.36,46 We have shown earlier that the
overall strength of the nonlocal electron−phonon coupling can
be quantified by a parameter (denoted here as L) that has the
same physical meaning as Epol in the case of local coupling. In
the high-temperature limit where vibrations can be treated
classically, parameter L defines the variance of the transfer
integrals due to thermal fluctuations: σ2 = ⟨(t − ⟨t ⟩)2⟩ =
2LkBT. Here, ⟨··· ⟩ represents the thermal average over the
vibration manifold, kB denotes the Boltzmann constant, and T
is the temperature.
In the framework of the linear electron−vibration approx-

imation, the transfer integral between neighboring sites has the
following general dependence on the vibrational modes: ti,i+1 =
ti,i+1
(0) + ∑n[υn

s(uni + un,i+1) + υn
a(uni − un,i+1)]. Here, uni represents

the nth vibration coordinates associated with site i; the first
term is the transfer integral at the equilibrium crystal geometry,
while the last two terms refer to the symmetric and

antisymmetric nonlocal coupling mechanisms, respectively.47

In the case of antisymmetric coupling, the change in a vibration
coordinate uni results in an increase in the transfer integral
between molecule i and its neighbor on one side and a decrease
in the transfer integral with its neighbor on the other side. In
the case of symmetric coupling, both transfer integrals vary in
the same way. The description of the nonlocal interactions in
CT crystals due to the superexchange nature of the electronic
coupling represents a very complex problem, and a complete
discussion of this mechanism will be provided elsewhere. In
order to estimate the electron−vibration couplings along the
molecular stacks, we have used here a simplified approach
based on the eq 2 (see the Supporting Information).
The results of our calculations, see Figure 4, reveal that, in

the present CT systems, a given vibration contributes only to
either symmetric or antisymmetric coupling. As in the case of
the transfer integrals, the nonlocal couplings for holes and
electrons are very similar. As seen from Figure 4, the nonlocal
coupling is much stronger for antisymmetric vibrations than for
symmetric vibrations. For instance, the contributions to the
relaxation energy for holes in DMQtT−F4TCNQ are about
2.74 and 11.76 meV for the symmetric and antisymmetric
coupling (Ls and La), respectively. The calculations also show
that the relaxation energies due to both mechanisms are
dominated by the contributions from low-frequency (in
general, intermolecular) vibrations. The estimated standard
deviations at room temperature due to the overall effect of all
modes are about four times as small as the values of the
respective transfer integrals. Thus, the calculations indicate that
the nonlocal electron−phonon couplings are modest.

3.3. Charge-Transport Properties. Finally, we estimated
the carrier mobilities along the stacking direction by employing
a semiclassical one-dimensional model. The following one-
dimensional two-mode Hamiltonian has been used:

= +H H Hel L (3)

∑= + υ + + υ −

+

+ +

+
+ +

+
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s s 2 s 2

a a 2 a 2

(5)

Here, ωs and ωa are the frequencies of symmetric and
asymmetric vibrations, respectively. In this model, only the
nonlocal interactions are explicitly included, and the
interactions are reduced to one effective symmetric mode and
one antisymmetric mode. In the spirit of small polaron
theory,40 we assume here that the role of local electron−
phonon interactions48 is to renormalize the electronic
couplings. Therefore, in order to account for the interactions
with high-frequency vibrations contributing to the local
coupling mechanism, the transfer integral and nonlocal
coupling constants in eq 4 have been modified according to40

→ − ℏω ℏωt t E k Texp{ coth( /2 )/ }i ipol B (6)

υ → υ − ℏω ℏωE k Texp{ coth( /2 )/ }i ipol B (7)

Figure 4. Spectra of polaron binding energies Epol and parameter L.
Polaron binding energies: (a) for the cations of DMQtT, DBTTF, and
STB and (b) for the anions of F4TCNQ and TCNQ. Parameter L for
hole and electron for symmetric (c, d) and antisymmetric (e, f) normal
modes in the DMQtT−F4TCNQ, DBTTF−TCNQ, and STB−
F4TCNQ crystals. The spectra are obtained through expanding the
Epol and L values for the individual normal modes with Gaussian
distribution functions; the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) is set to
20 cm−1.
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In these formulas, ωi is the frequency of an effective high-
frequency mode. Based on the derived electron−phonon
coupling constants (see Figure 4), we used in our calculations
the following values for the effective vibration frequencies (a
moderate change in these has no effect on the derived
conclusions): ωi = 1200 cm−1 and ωs = ωa = 60 cm−1.
The mobilities were calculated by a mixed quantum-classical

dynamics method applied recently to single-component organic
semiconductors49 (the details of the methodology are
thoroughly described in the Supporting Information). The
calculated mobilities and their temperature dependence are
shown in Figure 5. The mobilities show a power-law

dependence on temperature, which suggests bandlike transport
in all systems. The mobilities are very large, ranging at room
temperature from about 30 cm2/(V s) in STB−F4TCNQ to
about 100 cm2/(V s) in DMQtT−F4TCNQ. As expected from
our earlier discussion, the mobilities for holes and electrons are
comparable. The largest difference is obtained for DBTTF−
TCNQ where the calculated room-temperature mobilities for
electrons and holes along the stacking direction are 68 and 80
cm2/(V s), respectively.
We note that the mobility calculated for DBTTF−TCNQ is

significantly larger than the overall value of 1 cm2/(V s) for
electrons derived from FET measurements.15 This discrepancy
has two likely sources. First, our calculations do not account for
the interactions with acoustic vibrations and intermolecular
contribution to the local coupling mechanism; as a result, the
calculated values are expected to be somewhat overestimated.
On the other hand, on the experimental side, it is well-known
that the FET mobility can be significantly reduced due to

interaction with the substrate, purity of the sample, and other
factors.50 Thus, the maximum value of the intrinsic mobility in
this system is likely to be between the current experimental and
computed values. In addition, our calculations suggest that the
hole mobility should be slightly larger than the electron
mobility.

4. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, we have investigated the electronic structure
and charge-transport properties of three CT crystals: DBTTF−
TCNQ, DMQtT−F4TCNQ, and STB−F4TCNQ. Very large
transfer integrals (small effective masses) and modest electron−
phonon couplings are calculated for both holes and electrons.
As a consequence, remarkable ambipolar charge-transport
properties are predicted for all three crystals. In conclusion,
our results provide strong theoretical support to recent
suggestions in the literature that CT materials could represent
a class of systems with high potential in organic electronics.
Our results should stimulate for further experimental work to
establish whether mobilities at room temperature in CT crystals
can indeed rival or even surpass those in the best single-
component organic crystals.
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